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GLEE CLUB TO OPEN
FURMAN DEFEATS CLEMSON 30-0 IN
EASON IN PICKENS
ANNUAL THANKSGIVING DAY BATTLE
Hurricane Outclasses
TOMORROW EVENING Good Times, Good Times Strong
Tiger Eleven On Manly
Songsters Will Go to Columbia
to Sta£e Contest on
Dec. 10

Field
Pack up all my cares and woe,
I am going to a show,
Cecil de Mille will judge the
The Purple Hurricane defeated
Good Times, Good Times.
beauty section of the Clemson an-!
the Clemson Tigers Thanksgiving
Where
somebody,
waits
for
me,
niial this year. Buck Brown, edi-l
Day by the worst score in the hisSugar's sweet, so is she,
The Clemson College glee cluD
tor-in-chief of Taps, received a
tory of the two institutions. It was
Good
Times,
Good
Times.
will
make
its
initial
appearance
of
letter from him a few days ago, j
a veritable tempest that howled in
When
I'm
there
my
blues
will
i
the
season:
in
Pickens
Thursday
which stated that he would gladly
the drizzling rain and across a
leave me,
i evenng December 2.
do the school this favor.
soggy field to an impressive 30 to
Nothing
there
will
ever
grieve
There are about thirty-five men
A few entries for the beauty'
0 victory for Furman.
me.
! out for the glee club this year and
section have already been made, i
Flashes of brilliance and the
:
Choose
my
seat
and
hold
it
competition
is
strong.
The
entire
but it is hoped that many more |
rythm and perfection of the Hurritight,
j
club
will
make
this
trip
to
Pickwill be made before December 15.1
can eleven, together with the unI'll arrive Friday night,
I ens and a great performance
is
Having such
a noted critic
to!
relenting
fight waged by the ClemGood Times, Good Times.
promised the audience on
that
judge the beauty section should,
son Tigers against overwhelming
See
"Good
Times"
n
Chapel
night.
stimulate in each one of the cadets'
odds, furnished sufficient thrills to
Friday Evening at 7:00 P. M.
Choruses, readings, solos, quara desire to have his girl's picture
keep four thousand spectators in a
Presented
by
"Town
Girls"
of
I tets, black-face comedians and orwin a place in this section, and
humor despite the inclement
Anderson College and sponsor- jI good
chestra music will make up the
the only way for this to
come
weather
that prevailed throughout
ed by "Taps."
program that is to be rendered on
about is for him to enter her picthe contest. The two most outthis
appearance.
The
glee
club
Is
ture. If the cadets will take an
standing incidents of the
game
now the best that Clemson has
interest in this, the beauty secwere the losing run by Schneider,
boasted in several years and will
tion will be better this year than
and the beautiful drop-kick by
be heard from all over the State
ever before.
Davis.
Schneider made his brilbefore the season is over.
liant run for 48 yards early in the
The club under 'he direction of
frst period. Re passed
quickly
Mercer Rosa Is vi-t : . coy first
through the line of scrimmage and
place in the glee club contest to
then by some clever side-stepping
be held in Columbia December 10.
went on down the field.
Davis'
Clemson has always been way up
kick was one of the prettiest seen
among the leaders but this year
on a South Carolina field this sea"John C. Calhoun" was the sub- they are determined to be on top
son. It fell short of the longest
I
Thanksgiving
was
celebrated
this
ject of Professor Holmes' talk at with no one even close to mar a year as usual, and the corps was one on South Carolinian records by
chapel hour yesterday. "Calhoun," record.
The program to be rena holiday beginning Wednes- 2 yards. It was for 45 yards while
said Mr. Holmes, "was the great- dered at Columbia will be "The 'given
day afternoon and ending at ten- the longest on record was for 47.
est
man
that
South
Carolina
has
Lotus Flower," the
prize
song thirty Thursday night.
The first group of legislative
Most of This long one was kicked by Rhett.,
visitors was entertained at Clemson ever produced. He was second to which is to be sung by all the the cadets who live in
of Clemson
against
Oconee, Turnipseed
Along with him ranked clubs. As a light song the entire Pickens, Anderson, and Greenville Furman in 1922.
on ; November 23 and 24. Each none."
year, members of the legislature Charles Pinckney and Wade Hamp- club will sing "Uncle Rome." counties made a short visit home
The TigeTS
fought stubbornly
visit the college and
make
a ton, but John C. Calhoun was the While the judges are deciding Wednesday
afternoon,
and then and doggedly from start to finish
foremost.
thorough inspection of all its deMr. Louis Watson will present, as journeyed over to Greenville Thurs- but with waning strength.
They
partments.
Calhoun came to Fort Hill which a feature, a solo.
day in time to witness the annual seemed unable to cope with the
The men in the first group of was the name given his estate, as
Yes Girls; Jake Cromer is back Turkey Day
clash
between the potential drive of the Hornets at
visitors were T>. A. Evans, J. , B a young man one hundred years this year better than ever. As his Clemson
and
Furman
football
(Continued on page 6)
Pri'itt, G. B. Green, and D. D. ago and built the mansion which
(■Continued on page 2)
teams. A large number of boys went
still
bears
his
name,
and
which
is
Jenkins of Anderson; W. W. Fripp
straight to Greenville Wednesday
and W. D. Snearman of Easiey: J. a landmark on the Clemson camafternoon to enjoy the holiday in
P. Smith of Liberty; W. E. Find- pus. What is Fort Hill today was
the bright lights of the city.
ley of Pickens
and Lieutenant in that time nothing but a bluff
There was a big dance at the
Governor E. R. Jackson of Wagen- above the Seneca River. He bought
m
Poinsett Hotel
that night,
and
er. Arrangements have been made land and established a plantation
Clemson was well represented on
for other groups of visitors to be out of which grew a typical agrithe dance floor.
Many Converse
at the college on December 9-10 cultural civilization.
girls were listed among those pres•The political carer of Calhoun
14-15, and 16-17. Changes in the
ent, too, so, needless to say, the
schedule of classes for those days was long and varied. He held the
Tiger had a glorious time.
will probably be made so that a offices of Secretary of War, SeIndications are that this year
Thursday afternoon, in a drizthen
the Clemson will produce one of the zling rain, practically the whole Invitation to Attend Play in
parade might be given for the visi- cretary of State, and
Greenville Is Given
He
was
for most formidable riflev teams that corps gathered on Manly Field to
tors without interfering with the Vice-Presidency.
regular Chapel services.
many years South Carolina's cham- has ever been perfected by
the see the last football game of the
Cadets
pion in the senate.
He was the military department of this insti- season, which proved to be an unstrongest supporter of the South- tution. Some 75 men have already fortunate one for the Tigers. The
The comedy "The Goose Gangs
ern cause, and an ardent believer reported for
practice and
many Purple Hurricane'
was
blowing High," by Lewis Be?,cT*. will Ije'
in states rights.
others have manifested their in- tbo strong for the Beasts and swept
of
Aside from his political activities tention of competing within the down the field to a 30 to 0 victo- presented by the Senior f'biss
Greenville Woman's Cnlle'*'5 in the
he was a agriculturist. He was in- next few days.
ry. This was the second defeat of Fine Arts Building of G. W. C. on
strumental in forming clubs among
The candidates are being coach- the day, for the "rats" lost to the the evening of December 4, at
the nearby farmers for the pur- ed by Captain Higgins and Ser- Erskine freshmen that morning in
pose of advancing agriculture, and geant Naramor. The team will be the state championship game by a 8:30 o'clock,
This play nromipes to.be one of
was active in this work until 1849 composed of 18 men.
A number score of 7 to 6.
the most entertaining performancHis estate comprised about twelve of matches have already
been
However, this was not enough es of the? Christmas "season. It is
Last Friday evening, the corps hundred acres.
scheduled with some of the lead- to discourage the cadets. Followwas treated to a royal feast by
He took two trips each
day. ing R. O. T. C. units in the United ing the game, the business section modern in character, and the author has well depicted the youth of
Captain Harcombe.
The occasion either walking or riding as the States.
of Greenville, especially' hotel lob-J today, many may think, frivolous,:
was a belated celebration of "Tur- weather permitted until near the
Small .22 calibre rifles are be- hies and restaurants was thronged light, vain, empty-headed, thoughtkey Day." Due to the fact that end of his life, and ever once lost
purposes. Mfith wet and hungry but not down-1 less, and selfish. They may break
the majority of the cadets were In interest in his cause though he was ing used for practice
For
the
present
the
small
in hjearted cadets; all of them anxious away from the conventions of their
Greenville or Anderson on Thanks- failing fast. Calhoun was undoubt- rear of middle barracks range
to dry off and fill up.
'
'
will
be
aristocratic ancestors, but stjll at
giving Day, the turkey dinner was edly the mightiest son of South
used, but later the candidates, will
The 9 o'clock special bearing bottom they are true blue, as thisgiven Friday, rather than Thurs- Carolina.
probably be given an opportunity the corps back to Calhoun arrived play proves when the selfish, vain,
day.
to shoot on the regulation range.
at its destination about ten-thirty, empty-headed . Collegiates' ai*e, willThe feast was one of the best Famous Sayings of Famous People
Some
of
the
old
members
of
the
and
the cadets trekked across the
given by Captain Harcombe. TurSampson: "I'm strong for you, rifle team who are competing this red hills to the college ' where ing to sacrifice wholly In bringing
happiness again to . their parents
key, candied sweet potatoes, rice, kid."
year are C. E. Ray, C. P. West, R. warm rooms and beckoning bells who have sacrificed ' all for their
gravy, and coffee were the outDavid: "The bigger they are1, M. Marshall, S L. Gillespie, and awaited to
welcome
the weary children. '.' •'
standing dishes on the
menu. the harder they fall."
B. B. Gillespie.
travellers' back home.
, Then fhere is that fiance who
Fruit, nuts, pie, and ice
cream, Nero: "Hot stuff! Keep the home
All cadets who have a vague ,
' • —
,
_
•'-.
>f will let his happiness ■ wait in orcompleted the elaborate
"feed." fires burning."
idea that they can hit the side of j
Spooning
der that his father may not sufIn short, Captain Harcombe left
Cleopatra: 'You're an easy Mark a barn with a rifle are urged to Our heaTts leap up
.: -1 fer.
■'
nothing to be desired in the way Anthony."
report for practice.
Some of the When we behold
i
The
senior
class sends a very
of quality, quantity, or
variety.
Helen:. "So this is Paris."
best shots that the college
has- A spoon upon the table: ' ,-i ■ v > "special invitation to., the Clemson
As ample proof of this only one
Noah: "It floats."
ever produced jwere men who had (It says dessert
< ^
Cadets to come' over. ' An admis"new boy" resorted to bread and
Methuselah: "The first hundred never handled a rifle prior to ,1s on the way-—
.
) '
sion
fee of twenty-five and IV
"zip" as a filler.
years are the hardest."
coming to college.
Another Aesop's fable! ■
3 « cents will ;be\ charged. ' '

GROUP OF VISITORS
FROM lEOISlATSIiE
INSPECT COUEBE

i'

NOTICE

Opcember 1.

Any News that is of interest
to Clemson and readers of The
Tiger is valuable to this paper.
Cadets, Faculty, and
Campus
People, if you have an item
of news that you think is of
interest which you think should
be published and which may
not reach The Tiger otherwise,
send it in to the editor, or ask
for a reporter to cover it.
A special meeting of a club,
a banquet, or a proposed movement are all rich in news value
and should be published. The
Tiger has a wide circulation
among readers
hungry for
Clemson news, so don't
hold
out. Let it come in.

HISTORY PROFESSO
MS TO CORPS m
Jl

CADETS ENJOY BRIEF
I HOLIDAY m THANK
GIVING AND GAME

S
UNDER WAYM MANY
REPORT M RANQE

CORPS IS TREATED
TO THANKS^IVINO
DINNER FBI, NOT

BAY. 'GOOSE HANGS
TO BE OIVEH
G, W. C, onus
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9PHS WILL GIVE
CHRISTMAS DAME
The Sophomore Dancing
Club
will give their Xnias Hop Friday
evening, December, 17, in the big
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
gymnasium.
In past seasons this
Founded by the Class of 1007 and published weekly, during the college Prom has been the best and biggest of the social season, so this
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
one is expected to be of the same
calibre of Xmas cheer and YuleSubscription, $1.50 the year.
tide enjoyment.
Advertising rates on request
"Hamp" Talley, president of the
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College Sophomore Dancing Club,
states
South Carolina.
that he is now negotiating
with
several orchestras, among
which
EDITORIAL STAFF
are Charles Fulcher's Orchestra, of
Editor-in-Chief Augusta, and "The Merrimakers"
J. K. AVENT
L. M. HEARD
Orchestra, of Greenville.
Either
Associate Editors
of the above mentioned orchestras
A. C. LINK
may be called the highest criterion
... Feature Editor
T. P. ACKER
for furnishing dance
music
for
...... Athletic Editor
R. H. MITCHELL _
major collegiate functions.
G. F. KLUGH
Associate Athletic Editors
J. M. ATKINSON
GLEE CLUB TO OPEN
\1. M. CAMPBLL
SEASON IN PICKENS
._
Social Editor
R. O. PICKENS
_.. Club News Editor
C. E. BRITT
(Continued from page 1)
.. Y. M. C. A. Editor
J. W. WILLIAMSON
partner he has Mr. G. C. Imes betJoke
Editor
J. A. MILLING - —
ter known as Dog Face.
These
two boys give a black face perforM. B. FARRAR
I
Associate Joke Editors
mance that is original and clean.
J. N. HELLER
f
They are not the best In the world
J. KERSHAW
—
Chairman Reporters Club
but are stomn down
good
'uns
W. J. BROGDON
and can't be beat in this part of
Staff
Reporters
W. N. MARTIN
the country.
R. C. HARRINGTON
R. R. DAVIS
REPORTERS CLUB
Chairman
J. KERSHAW _
J. J. AVENT
S. L. GILLESPIE
J. C. GARRISON
J. W. McKJNNBY
H. R. SHERROD
L. B. MIDDLETON
L. M. WHITE
J. J. COHEN
C. A. JACKSON
BUSINESS

The Jungaleers are
with
the
glee c'.ub again this year.
In this
Orchestra the club boasts the best
college dance
orchestra
in
the
South.
Their knowledge of jazz
has recently been demonstrated at.
the dances held at Clemson.
This
orchestra is under the leadership
of Jake Cromer and, as a Jazz
Hound, you know JakeThe club will make two trips
over the state this year.
On the
evening of February 7th they will
show at Lander College in Greenwood, and the following evening
in Columbia.
From
there
they
show in several places, ending the
trip at Coker College in Hartsville
rn the evening of the
twelfth.
Two weeks later performances will
be given
in Gaffney,
Charlotte,
Rock Hill, . and Converse College,
There will probably be performances given in Liberty, Seneca, Toccoa and other near by towns.

of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, President Palmer E.
Pierce sounds a call for educators
to battle against the enemies of
amateur football:
"The N. C. A. A. requires from
Hs members the agreement to uphold the amateur law in intercollegiate sports.
It is perhaps unnecessary to call attention to the
fact that the distinction between
the two classes of sports is often
very hazy and indefinite.
On this
account it is becoming increasingly
rigid and regulations will not keep
the two classes of sports separate
and distinct.
The spirit of
the
law must in a large measure control.
On this account the ideals
of sports in educational institutions
must be kept on a very high plane,
and educators should give continuous attention to the subject.
"It is reported that the survey
of the Carnegie Foundation is beginning satisfactorily under the direction of Dr. James Howard Savage.
There are rumors of the
continued activities of our zealous
alumni which are being investieatd. For instanc, it has been said
that the alumni of one prominent
university are paying the expenses
of som» thirty promising athletes
New York
(By New
Student 7t excellent secondary schools. The
Service)—The struggle to keep 'nvest.ieation should establish the
college football
purely
amateur tr".t.h nr falsity of this and similar
goes on.
In a letter to members statements.

K. C, A, A, FIGHTS
TO KEEP F00T1ALL
FROM PRO, CIRCLES

Business Manager

D. H. ROSS

Associate Business Manager

A. P. WYLIE

CIRCULATION
R. H. GARRISON
T. F. COOLEY
H. E. STOPPELBEIN

Circulation Manager

_ Associate Circulation Managers
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EDITORIAL
The falling of the curtain on the 1926 football season finds
the Purple Hurricane, of Furman, perched upon the top of the
other state teams; monarch of all she surveys on the South
Carolina gridirons. Furman has one of the best teams this
year that she has ever had.
P. C. finished second, followed closely by the Citadel Bulldogs. The remaining teams finished in the following order:
Carolina, Newberry, Wofford, Clemson and Erskine. Furman
and Carolina tied last year for the Focus Cup.
But the exit of football means the entrance of the next seasonal sport, basketball. Hardly had the scrimmage stopped
than some of the same men who heeded the referee's whistle
on the gridiron were out on the gym floor tossing an entirely
different looking ball at an entirely different looking goal.
Coach Tink Gillam is again in charge of the cage sport. He
did wonders last year with the Tiger quint, and his ability
this year is not one whit less, nor is his materal.
The loss of three engagements on Thanksgving Day was no
less a blow to The Tiger than it was to all Tigertown. After
having prophesied a trio of victorise for the Turkey Day, we
feel rather squelched when our prophesies turn out to be
mere nothings. We would have paid dearly to have seen
at least one of our hopes realized, which would have in a way
been a redeeming factor.

Manpower
Four millions of the best man-power of Europe
perished in the Napoleonic conquests. Military conquest is non-creative, while industry is always
creative.
The laboratories and
shops of industry are the
sources of many of the
enduring attainments of
cur times. In the General Electric organization is an army of 75,000
persons, co-operctu. ,j to
make electricity ■■'■ ■> more
and better work for
humanity.

would let them have nothing
on us so we started a "Clemson Parade."
We used even
more colors than the "Furman gang", and
had
twice
A series of G-E advertheir number in the parade.
tisements showing what
When yells were given, Clemelectricity is doing in
son's
name
was
heard
G.
many fields will be sent
Nov. Z4.
throughout the entire school.
on request. Ask for bookWe stand by you in victory or
Daar Editor,
let GE.k-18.
defeat.
jFhis is to show
you.
the
There is a splendid sentiment
spirit of many G. W. C. girls.
in that letter and Clemson holds
On-, the night of Nov. 2T4, a few
a warm spot fdr those girls whose
of the. girls started a "Furhearts are on the right side.
Go
man Parade."
They
were
to it, G. W. C, we are proud of
flashing Funnan. colors
and
pennants to the x y z degree.
our Greenville ' sisters.
Whea we ' saw them we
ELECTRIC
GENERAL

The following letter was received, by The Tiger the day after the
Furman game in Greenville,
but
the- date of it shows that all these
doings took place before the game
and the letter was- meant as an
encouragement to the Tiger team:

w: c.

In the last ten years one American manufacturer—
the General Electric Company- -has created machines
having a man-power forty times as great as that of
all the lives lost in the Napoleonic wars.
In the years to come, when the college men and women
of today are at the helm of industry and of the home,
it will be realized more and more that human energy
is too valuable to be wasted where electricity can do
the work better at lower cost.
201-56DH

COMPANY,

SCHENECTADY,

NEW

YORK
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CHEMISTRY-SCIENCE
CLUB HEARS PAFERS
ON MODERN TOPICS

OUR CLEMSON SPECIALTIES INCLUDE
Loose leaf note books
Note book fillers
Lefam binders with fillers
Data sheets & accessories
Pennants
Pillow Covers

"Dust Explosions", "Rubber,
Synthetic and Natural"
Are Discussed
RELATION OF CHEMISTRY
TO MEDICINE DISCUSSED
SEdMi

Don't forbid your girl
Cigarettes and such;
If you let 'em smoke
They don't talk so much.
. He: "Have you made up your
mind to stay in?"
She: "No, I've made up my
face to go out.

SOS: "A genuine
this chair. Look at
PDQ: "Maybe.
I
never knew the lady

Queen Anne,
the legs."
can't say. I
personally."

He: Thinking of me, dearest?
She: Was I laughing? I'm sorry.

"Why is a girl's dress almost a
yard?"
"Because it's a little over two
Mary: "What did you do with
that darling costume you wore to feet."
the hall?
"I glued it in my scrap book." To get. an "A"
Know your stuff.
To get a "B"
"A young woman goes upstairs Use some bluff.
at 7:45 to dress for the evening. To get a "C"
She is nineteen years
old
and A bit of junk.
weighs 102 pounds.
State the To get a "D"
wait of the young man downstairs.' Mostly bunk,
^o get an "E"
Merely flunk
Senti-menjtal Arithmetic
"Five dollars for flowers, two
Notice to "Rats"
for candy and about twelve for
Just twenty one more chopping
theatre seats."
days till Xmas.
Slippery ice
—very thin,
Pretty girl
—tumbled in,
Saw a boy
—on a bank,
Gave a shriek
—then she sank;
Boy on bank
—heard her shout.
Jumped right in
—helped her out.
Now he's hers
—very nice,
But—she had
—to break the ice.
A World of Peace—Dr. Agnew.
America's
First
Creed—Flora
Hatcher.

Why Study?
(Not meant for Freshmen)
The more you study, the more you
know;
The more you know, the more you
forget;
The more jou forget, the lest you
know:
So why study?
The less you study, the less you
know:
The less you know, the less you
forge:;
The less you forget, the more you
know.
So why study?

/

The following letter was received
by one of the joke editors.
"For the joke section of the
"Tiger"
Sunday
"During Meditation."
Dear "Speck"
As I am a little Freshman from
good ole Tis-ertown some nice little
red-hot flappers detailed me to send
in their names for the Xmas dance.
Tf Winthrop is not out in time for
f
he dance they would like a bid to
the masquerade dance in the spring
Vmir trouble in doing this certainly
will be appreciated. All of the girls
are reallv mif for a good timeMaude Wofford. Ellie ;Parrott,
"vTarie ParroH, Florence Cain, Delia
Cain. Grace VausfTm; Virginia Baird
n
^° Laney. Matt'e May Law, Joe
Wardwick. Sue Brown. Sallie Cal''HUTI. Mary Calvert, Lillian Davis,
Cooler Davis, fii-ace Hendricks.
All of the girls reside in Roddy
Hall, and they prefer the following
bovs:
Tangle Turner, Ikey Jones, T. J.
Bethea, "Plow-boy" Austin, Cant.
Oherg. Prof. Freer. Prof. Myers, Mr
Hardee, Joe Warren, Lt. Col. Marshall. Cutty Ross. Mr.
Lenhardt,
Holland Carter, Pap Faust,
Raymond Sweeney, T. E. Dorn.
From ??????
Notice to Sophs.
Do your Xmas chopping early.

(Why Gent'emen Prefer Blondes
Hot Dog
By L. Martin Heard
1.
They are tired of squeezing
A hungry dog once wandered
"Blackheads."
Into a butcher store:
2. They are easier to get dirty.
The butcher threw some sausage
3. And where there is light
To the dog upon the floor.
there is heat.
The butcher said, "Now eat it,"
Q. E. D.
The dog said, "I decline,
B'or in that link of sausage I sea
Anyone desiring instruction in
That Old Gal o'Mine."
f
ancy or plain diving, see "Red"
^itchell or John Kershaw "The
No reward Offered
Lost.—A black and white-spotted Diving Demons."
cow with spots on the side next
to the fence, and with a tail about
The Courting
as long as a piece of rope.
He slid an arm aroud her waist.
"Thish match won't light."
"Come on, dear," he said, "Kiss
me. will ya?"
"Washa madda with it?"
"I dunno: it lit all
right
a
The woman still remained cold.
minute ago."
His anger mounted.
"I don't see how you can be so
Ansrry Parent ("striding into dim- obstinate. Aren't you going to kiss
ly lit room): "Young man, I'll me?"
tpa^h ynn to make love to
my
You see, they were married;
daughter-"
they had been for several years.
Daring Dan: "Wish you would. He was perplexed.
old ton. I'm not making much
"I'll get a divorce, then," he
headway?"
said.
"Are yon sure?"
Ceiiesiate: "Is she dumb?"
"I certainly will.'
Ditto: "Whv she's so dumb she
Slowly she yielded to his embought a ticket to the *Big Parade' brace. They had been married for
xnd then waited out in front an quite a while.
But not to each
honr for it to pass."
other.

The Chemistry-Science Club held
its regular bi-monthly meeting
Tuesday evening, November
2a.
Only a small group of members,
tuu majority of whom were Freshmen, was preesnt.
Marshall Bennett read a paper
on the relation of chemistry to medicine.
He briefly reviewed the
history of chemistry as related to
medicine, and
emphasized
the
many valuable contrbutions which
have been made to this science by
chemists. The fatalities
of surgery were over sixty per cent before antiseptics were
discovered
and made by chemists and Bacteriologists.
One of the best talks of the
evening was that of a Freshman,
C. E. Meetze. He read a paper on
the subject of "Dust Explosions."
In this paper he brought out the.
cause and prevention of such explosions.
"Rubber, Synthetic and Natural"
was the subject of an interesting
talk given by W. A. White. "'He
pointed out the fact that synthetic
rubber is a failure, commercially
because the quality of it is poor
and the properties are not the
same as those of natural rubber.
No one knows just what property
rubber has which causes it to be
elastic; hence, it can not be synthesized successfully. Another objection to synthetic rubber is that
it is very much more expenive to
produce than is natural rubber.
The future prospects of synthetic
rubber are Ivight, notwithstanding
the fact that there are yet many
difficulties to he surmounted.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
ENIORS TAKE THIRD
PLACIVIN JUOSING
Students Enter Live Stock
Judging Contest in

Chicago
For the first time since its establishment in 1900, the College Live
Stock Judging Contest of the International Live Stock Exposition
includes a team of students from
the Clemson Agricultural College,
Clemson College, South Carolina.
During the long history of this contest thirty-four different colleges
have taken part. The Exposition
is to be held from November 27th
to December 4th at Chicago. The
team which represents
Clemson
Colleeg has been coached by Prof.
R. R. Ritchie and is composed of
H. E. McCracken, E. H. Spencer,
W. H. Pruitt, R. L. Herron, A. D.
Breland, and E. M. Caughman. At
the International these young inen
will compete against teams from
more than twenty colleges of the
United States and Canada The
colleges whose teams make the
best showing will be awarded five
ri'holarships of $250 each offered
by the Pullman Company.
This
corporation will also award fifteen
other similar scholarships to the
colleges according to their winnings in the other classes of the
International.
The Animal Husbandry Seniors,
on their trip to Chicago, placed
third in a crop judging
contest
held in connection with the International Live Stock
Exposition.
Clemson's score was 4,304.1 out
* . a possible 5,000. The contest
was won by the Kansas Agricultural College.
Their
score
was
4,449.4.
It is reported by the Associated
Press that a Clemson man won the
highest individual honor in
the
grain judging contest.
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Eversharp pencils
Norris Candies
Whitman's Candies
Clemson Jewelry
Cameras
Photographic supplies
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A Complete Line of
HIGH-GRADE STATIONERY, SHEAFFER LIFETIME,
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NEW REDUCTION

ON

TIRES

B
Now is the time to protect your capr from freezing

—USE-

WHIZ ANTI-FREEZE
Glycerine and Alcohol Base

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION
SALTER

MUSIC

STORE

106 N. Main St. Next to Citizen's Nat'l Bank, Anderson, S. C.
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« 1U 1 «W»-nWorthoph<mic
Victrolas
Radiola-Brunswick
Electrical
NEW BRUNSWICK Panatrope
New Records Out Every Thursday

THE FAMOUS

MASON AND HAMLIN-CABLE PIANOS
GRAND, PLAYERS AND UPRIGHT PIANOS
We give a trade.in allowance for old pianos. Our Terms are
extended in long time Payments. Call and let us explain to you.
AH Make Band and Orchestra Instruments—Guitars,

Banjos, Violins, Mandolin Harps, etc.
line of MUSICAL MERCHANDISE.
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See a full
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THE TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOP

S

A Place to Eat That's Different
North Main Street

WELCOME TO CLEMSON BOYS
Anderson, South Carolina

/
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KAMPUS KOLYUM ANDERSON COLLEGE
Dr. and Mrs. F. H. H. Calhoun
GLEE GLOB HERE FRI.
were hosts on last Monday evening
to a number of friends at a very
enjoyable bridge party.
NITE GUEST OF TAPS
Miss Margaret Sadler was hostess
at the bi-monthly meeting of the
Book Club Wednesday afternoon at
her rooms at the Clemson hotel.
Prof, and Mrs. S. M. Martin, Miss
Marie Martin, and Miss Louie Simpson are spending the week end on
a motor trip; to Charlotte where
they will visit Mr. John Simpson,
Mrs. Martins' brother.
A very delightful bridge party of
the week was that given on Tuesday afternoon at the residence of
Mrs. Robert K. Eaton.
Mrs. Foy and Miss Jean Sloan
entertained
on both Friday and
Saturday afternoons with lovely
parties in honor of Mrs. Mays, of
Easley.
Mrs. Logan Marshall is the guest
of relatives this week in Greenwood, S. C.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn entertained a number of friends with
a delightful dinner party Saturday
evening.
The Wednesday Bridge Club was
delightfully entertained at its last
meeting which was held at Mrs.
Cole's residence.
Mrs. Lulu Moore Riggs who has
been spending several weeks on
the r campus has
departed
to
Orangeburg where she will visit
her sister, Miss May Riggs.
Miss Am.ye Sloan who pent the
Thanksgiving holidays with her
parents gave a very enjoyable impromptu dance Saturday evening
which was attended by Cadets and
members of the younger social set
of the campus.
Miss Sloan left
Sunday for Lucy
Cobb College
wheife she will resume her studies.

The Anderson College Minstrel
is coming to Clemson next Friday
night under the auspices of the
Taps Staff. The performance will
be given in the college chapel at
seven o'clock. Admission of twenty-five cents will be charged and
the proceeds will go to "Taps."
Last year the Junior Class of
Anderson College came over here
with a musical comedy, and all the
cadets who witnessed this entertainment remember
how
much
they enjoyed it. They have changed from musical comedies to minstrels now, and it is reported that
the minstrel is even better than
the musical
comedy.
We
have
been officially informed that the
minstrel is made up of very pretty
girls, and that the performance is
filled with plenty of "pep" and excitement. A full attendance is assured, for the Tigers will not miss
such a treat.

ALUMNI

1

STATE Y. OLDER
BOYS CONFERENCE
MEETS HERE 10-12

D. E. Carter, '26, who finished
Clemson in textile engineering - is
now employed in the spinning room
in the Clinton Mills. His address
is Clinton, S. C.
J. W. Carson of the class of '26
is a graduate apprentice in the
South Philadelphia Plant of the
Westinghouse Electric Co. His address is 805 Chester Pike, Moore,
Pa.
J. B. ("Red")
Caughman,
of
1013 Sumter Street , Columbia, S.
C, is in the office of the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co., of that city.
C. N. Cobb, '26, is an instructor
in manual training in Florence, S.
C.
W. E. Chapman, who finished
here in architecture last year, is
now a student of architecture at
the Uni. of Pensylvania. His address is 3612 Chesnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. C. Coleman, '26 is assistant
to consulting engineer for Lockwood and Green Co., at Tucapau,
S. C.
H. A. Cox of last year's class is
at his home in St. Matthews, S. C.
S. M. Cox, '26 is in college at
Lynn, Mass.
His address is 98
south Common St.

DECEMBER 1, 1926
F. N. Culler is teaching vocation*
al agriculture at Madison, S. C.
J. M. Darby is with the Judson
Mill in Greenvlle. His address is
Judson Hotel.
J. A. Davis is employed with
the Illinois Appraisal Company in
Chicago, 111. His address is 1504
E. Sixty Third Place, Second Appartment, Chicago, 111.

C. B. Day, is in Wilkinsburg,
Pa. He is a student graduate with
the Westinghouse Electric Mfg., Co
W. R. Elliott, Jr., is professor
of mathematics and is athletic director at Mountain Lion Institute
at Winnsboro, S. C. His address
is Box 251.
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CHARLIE BRYAN

PRESSING CLUB

THAT'S why Camel is the most
popular cigarette ever made. In
all tobacco history there has never
been a cigarette preference like
Camel's. Nothing b too good or
expensive that will make Camels
the world's finest smoke.
Camel is the friendliest cigarette
ever made. From early morning to
night's last reluctant parting you
just can't smoke enough Camels
to tire the taste. Camels are the
celebrated smoke that brought an

1

L. E. BERRY

"ICKEY" JONES, Managers

It's mighty easy to like the best
end forever to cigaretty after-taste.
If you've not yet learned how
really satisfying a cigarette can be,
just try Camels. Into this one cigarette the world's largest tobacco
organization puts every good quality that could be wished for in a
cigarette. All the mild and mellow
fragrance. The most perfect
blending. The utmost in smoking
enjoyment and contentment,
regardless of price.
Have a Camel!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.
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150 Boys Expected at Eighth
Annual District Conference

The Eighth Annual Ditrict OldHOW TO KILL AN ASSOCIATION er Boys' Conference in the Pedmont Section of South
Carolina
1. Don't come to the meetings. will be held at Clemson College
2. If you do come, come late. December 10-12. This section in3! If the weather doesn't suit cludes the following counties: Abyou, don't think of coming.
beville;
Anderson,
Cherokee,
4. If you do attend the meet- Chester, Greenvilje,
Greenwood,
ings, find fault with the work of Laurens,
McCormick,
Newberry,
the officers and other members.
Oconee,
Pickens,
Spartanburg,
5. Never accept an office, as it Union, and York.
It is expected
is easier to criticize than to do 150 boys will gather for the conthings.
ference which is an
opportunity
6. Get sore if you are appointed where they may receive inspiration
on a committee; if you are, do not exchange ideas, and study methods
attend the committee meetings.
of work. It is a great challenge
7. If asked your opinion regard- to right thinking, clean living, and
ing some important matter, have ecective service.
The days spell
nothing to say. After the meeting visior, experience, fellowship and
is over tell everyone how things fun.
The conference
theme
is
ought to be done.
. .
"Deeper," based on Luke 5:4—
8. Do nothing more than is ab- "Now when he had left speaking,
solutely necessary. When
others he said unto Simon, Launch out
roll up their sleeves and willingly into the deep, and let down yaur
use 'theii\ ability to fae\v matters nets for a draught."
along, howl that the association is
The boys are to be entertained
being run by a clique.
in the homes of the people of
9. Hold back your dues as long Clemson College and they are asas possible, or don't pay at all.
sured of a royal time.
Speakers
10. Don't bother about getting and leaders for the conference who
new ! members. Let the secretary have already accepted are: C. C.
do it.'
Shedd, of Waycross, Ga., General
li.; When a banquet is given, Sec. of the A. C. L. Railroad Y.
ell everybody that money.is being M. C. A. which has a membership
wasted on, blowouts which accom- of 2800. He has also been secreplish nothing.
- > '■
tary for' some ten years in China,
a. r ; Don't ask for a banquet tick- coming to Waycross about a year
et until all are sold.
ago. Prior to his service in China
b. I Then swear that you have he was with
the
International
been cheated out of yours.
Committee of the Y. M. C. A., for
c. j ilf you do get a ticket, don't several years.
Dr. Frank Poole,
pay for it.
Professor of Christianity at Furd.' If asked to sit at the speak- man University, will deliver an aders' table, modestly refuse.
dress at the Banquet on Saturday
e. : If you are not asked, resign evening. The Rev. Capers, Satterfrom the association.
lee, the Rev. G. H. Hodge, and the
12. When no banquets are given Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, pastors of
say that the association is dead and the churches at Clemson College,
needs a can tied to it.
will lead the devotional
periods.
13;. If you receive a bill for Mr. Guy Hill, Superintendent of
your- dues, don't pay.
schools at Liberty, S. C, will lead
14. If you receive a bill after the singing. Dr. E. W. Sikes, pres-!
you have paid, resign from the as- iclent of Clemson College;
Theo
sociation.
Vaughn, Assistant Secretary of the
15' j Don't tell the
association Clemson Y. M. C. A.;
George
how: it can help you, but resign if Mackey, Director of Physical Edu- j
it doesn't help you.
"ation, Greenville; T. B. Lanham, '
16. If you receive service with- State Secretary Y. M. C. A.; Joel j
out joining, don't think of joining. Deery, Spartanburg; Sam Moore,
17. Keep your eyes open for Liberty; and Elias Earle of Clemsomething wrong and when you son are on the program.
find it resign.
15. At every opportunity threat21. When a'sked for information
en to resign and then get your don't give it.
friends to resign.
22. Cus the association for the
19-' When you attend a meeting incompleteness of its information.
vote to do something and then go
23. Get all the association gives
homeland do nothing.
you and don't give it anything but
20.; Agree to everything said TROUBLE.
at the meeting and disagree with it
—The BOSTON TRANSCRIPT
outside.
(Submitted by C. A. Jackson)
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LYCEUM ATTRAGTIO
YOUNG TILER TEAM
HAS VERY SUCCESSNIGHT IN MEXIC
Seneca
GY LLERA COMPANY FUL SEASON ON GRID

Y, M. C. A, NOTES
Mr. IJ, H. Gardener,
of
Talks at Vespers

A very forceful talk on the need
of good physical bodies, value of
college
education, ' the essential
need o£ college education, the essential need of spiritual values in
order for man to live the most
complete and useful life was {riven
by . Mr. Gardener last Sunday evening at Vespers.
Two hundred and fifty
cadets
and sixty campus people were present at the services and enjoyed
the talk.
Scenic reels
of the Canadian
Rockies, Belgium of today, Sweeden of today, and of the Iron
Horse Trail Around
the
World
were shown. Music was also furnished by the new Orthophonic, a
number of good records
being
played.
Special music
by Mrs.
Dan Lewis and Cadet Knobeloch
was a feature.
The services are
increasing in interest and attendance.
The Y. M. C. A. has purchased
thirty chairs to place in the aisles
when the crowd is so large that
the regular seats are not sufficient
for seating.
A Deputation Team from Purman is to conduct vesper service
next Sunday night. Mr. and Mrs.
DuPre Rhame will render special
music on the marimba-phone.
"Pete" Reynolds has charge of
company volleyball which is played
in the Y. gymnasium.
Four hundred or more boys saw
the picture at the "Y" last Monday Night showing West Point's
victory over Yale.
FREE
See the News Reels and Scenic
Pictures shown at the Y. M. C. A.
FREE Monday afternoon
3
to
3:30, Monday night 6:30 to 6:50,
6:50 to 7:10; and Thursday night
6:30 to 6:50; and Saturday morning 10: to 10:30. Also music contests.

MEN WANTED AT TWO
COLLEGES TO KEEP
DOWN GO-ED ROLE
Evanston, 111. (By New Student
Service)—Women
are
storming
some
co-educational
institutions,
to the dismay of college authorities. Northwestern University has
taken steps to defend itself against
feminint enchreachment.
A new
law has been passed, according to
Dean Raymond A. Kent, providing
that there must be 450 men for
every 350 women. The action was
taken, he said, "in order to increase
the
professional
atmosphere of Northwestern, and to protect the men." Oberlin college has
taken steps to attract more men to
the campus.
The University
of
Minnesota
need not worry about the necessity for conducting a "More and
better Men" contest for some time,
according to the registar's office.
There are about twice as many
men at Minnesota as women this
year.

Something unique in the line -of
entertainment was presented here
last evening by the Llera Mexican
Musicians in
collaboration
with
Senor Carlos Barrera,
eminent
Mexican author, playwright
and
lecturer.
The program was a combination
of high-class recital, a lecture and
a motion picture vizulization of the
beauties of Mexico.
It presented
Mexico at its
best,
artitically,
scenically, musically, and from the
standpoint of its resouces.
The Llera
Mex'can
Musicians
consist of Senor Felipe Llera, baritone, composer, pianist and guitarist; Senora Julia Llera,
operatic
soprano, and
Tino Felipe Llera,
the ten year old musical marvel,
son of the Lleras.
These gifted
r.rtists stpnd high
in
Mexico's
musical life and are Victor Record
Red Seal artist In their native land
Senora Llera is leader of the
presidtntial orchestra and conducts
the Sunday afternoon programs at
the TWace of the president.
Senora Llera is a star of the Mexican
Grand Opera Company, and has
a reTierto're of more t^an
40
operas. She has a beautiful voice.
•a gracious personality and years of
r^cUal
and
operatic experience
that lend a captivating background
to her musical efforts.
She is a
member of one of the old aristocratic families of Chaupaultepec
and received her musical education in Paris under the tutorship
of Maestro Henri Guichenne. Her
operatic debut was made in "Aida"
and her success was instantaneous.
Senor Llera is a baritone of
marvelous voice
and
exquisite
technique. He has been called the
"Victor Herbert of Mexico" because of his many musical moposit'ons that have caught popular favor in his native land—in
hot*instrumental and vocal numbers
The junior Llera is a contra-tenor
with a personality and charm of
mannerism that makes an Instant
appear to Ameriacn audiences.
Senor Carlos Barrera came
to
this country at the age of thirteen
and was educated here.
He has
held important diplomatic posts
and for five years was Mexican
vice-consul in Paris and later in
charge of the Mexican Legation at
Stockholm, Sweden. In recent years
bis books and plays have commanded enthusiastic endorsement. He
will show beautiful moving and
still pictures giving an interesting
program.

RUTGERS STUDENTS
WANT COURSE IN
'H0W_T0 LIVE'

Intelligent living is one of the
main proposals in an undergraduate report on the state of Rutgers
education (modeled after the famous Dartmouth Report. The proposed course would consider the
responsibilities of Fatherhood, sex
hygiene and the fundamental principles of psychology.
A department of athletics Is also
proposed by these
students who
have been considering the need3
of Rutgers for six months. A full
professor would head this department. It is suggested that each
student be required the minor in
@9siiiaHHBBiaHsii^isi[8isBHiiiaiaaBia athletics.
"The committee feels that some
VISIT THE
of the apathy in students at the
present time is due in no small
degree to the methods of teaching
and the people who teach," the report said,
"It is felt that there
Ground Floor
are many instructors who
have
John C. Oalhoun Hotel
been chosen because of their proClgas, Cigarettes, Drinks and
minence in a given field than beCandies
cause of their abilities as teachers."
The report purposes Introduction
Clemson Boys Welcome
of the honor course and abolition
U-Drive.Tt Cars for Hire
of compulsory military training.
PHONE 190
We know a girl who Is so dumb
thinks a baseball fan is <a cool^SmSaBSSSBsMm^S^msmm^SSm she
ing device.

ICALHOON SODA SHOP
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Walsh & Cooper,

Cubs Defeat
Everything in
State Except Erskine in Post
Season Game
The 1926 freshman team, taking into consideration the loss of
the State Championship by a lone
i~int. bad the most successful season ever enjoyed by a Clemson
urst year aigregation on the gridiron. The Cubs won all five of
their scheduled games and
lost
only to Erskine in a post season
game.
To uncork the season, the Rats
won a hard fought victory over
the Carolina "Biddies"
by
the
score of 7 to 6. In the second act
the Frosh downed the mighty Citadel Bullpups by the grand count
of 20 to 17. In their first game
or, the local lot, "Tink's Steamrollers" emerged victors over the
Furman's Purple Zephrys.
The
Cubs neatly tucked this game away
"•'th a 15 to 0 victory. This was
the first time that a Clemson Rat
team has ever defeated a similar
eleven representing Furman.
Lonnie McMillan's P. C.
Marvels were the next to taste defeat
dished out by the Cubs. In hand,T,
e: out the defeat the Cubs gave
Presbyterians an overdose
and
wuenthe adding machine ran a hot
box, the figures showed that the
"Steam Rollers" had annexed 52
points to their opponents' 3.
Wofford's "Wonders" next
on
the rat menu, were submerged in
a one-sided game that ended in a
73 to 0 victory for the Cubs. (This
is a summary of the games scheduled.)
After eluding, in their first five
games the jinx that has
been
houndng this institution for the
past three years the Cubs came
face-to-face with the heartless monster on Memorial field in Anderson
Outplaying the Erskine team
ail through the melee the Tigers
were, deprived of victory by one
little point. The lone point coming
as a result of a freak place kick
that did a balancing act on the
cross bar for five seconds before
Fate could decide whether or not
to let it fall on the right side.
It finally reeled and fell for the
lone point.
Cemson's prospects for the 1927
season are A-l. It is hoped that
when the present first year eleven
ascends to the varsity ranks next
year they will still have that neversay-die spirit exhibited
by them
this year. The Cubs have brought
glory to Clemson and may their
varsity playing bring them greater
reward and more glory to their
Alma Mater.
As a last word, it
is hoped that the Erskine defeat
will not darken their horizon. One
must remember
that the
best
teams go down in defeat sometimes. May their single loss inspire them to greater heights in
the future.

IERICAN LEGION TO
INSTALL OFFICERS:
DUIVE FOR MEMBERS

TAKE AN INVENTORY OF YOUR SOLES--

GREENVILLE SHOE HOSPITAL
JSEEHSHSHISgiiSra

MAIL
ORDERS

9

NEW1DRE

\~sfmedcds
famnost Una candu

CARPENTER DROS. DRUG STORE
FOREMOST FINE CANDIES
OPPOSITE POINSETT HOTEL

GREENVILLE, S. C.
EjgaiggHgisiiig^
iSSBSiiigiiiii^

mm mm

PHONE
378

PHONE 1
378
(Anderson) g

(Anderson)
(The Blue and Grey)

AMBULANCE
COURTEOUS DIGNIFIED SERVICE

MGDOUGALD-BLECKLEY COMPANY
The only "Funeral Home" close by
mimmmmffim)(MKtnmmmmmmm!mmmmmmmmmmmffimmmm^MS®i^i$a.

!

SHOES TO MEET TKE IDEAS OF

1®

COLLEGE MEN

THOMPSON'S
ANDERSON, S. C.
■ jHSHsiiiiiiiisiaiara
jiaaiEfiiiassasiii^^

HARRY G. McBRAYER, INC,
THE MEN'S STYLE STORE
— AND —

HEADQUARTERS

The Local Post of the American
Legion is putting on a membership
Anderson,
campaign this week in order to
-et sufficient members to win the
"Citation for Distinguished
Service" offered by
The
National (»!Mg:S!!iIg]BTfflE^
headquarters.
To secure
"Citation" they must secure two new
members. There are thirty-six exservice men at Clemson who have
THE W. L. BRISSEY
not joined a Post.
To attract the attention of these
thirty-six men, the
membership
LUMBER CO.
committee has placed an interesting collection of war relics in the
window of Sloan's store. This display is to help interest these men
so that they will join the post and
help it to win the honor.
The next meeting is to be held
at the "Y", December 3rd.
The
officers for the next term will be
ANDERSON
Installed at this meeting.
This
meeting is open to the public.

SERVICE IS OUR
MIDDLE NAME

FOR CLEMSON MEN
South Carolina

sKaHiiagHisisiSHasi

ATHLETIC GOODS
§ Guns and Ammunition
g!

Tennis Rackets Restrung

I

Speer-Laval-Walker, Inc.
No. 9 East Coffee St.

1

Phone 1676
GREENVLLE, S. C.
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NULLS CAGE SPORT PROMISES WINTER DIVERSION SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT TURNED
ON BASKETEERS AS
PRACTICE BEGINS
Tink Gillam To Coach Quintet
Again This Year
MANY CANDIDATES OUT

t^

MfTBftiU.

FIELD ©LASSES-I
AN EVENT is history in a fewminutes after it happens. So it is
with Clemson's past three years of
football. These seasons are history,
a thing of the past; let's forget
them.

point after touchdown hit the post
and balanced on the cross-bar several seconds before it finally fell
safe. There is some wonderful
material in this team and Clemson
is certain to put out a winning
team next year.

OUR GREAT HOPES lie in the
future and with the wonderful spirit
Hendee, Klugh, Austin,
"Valenof the Clemson supporters to back tine, and Reynolds have donned
us we are bound to rise to exalted the Tiger uniform for the last time.
heights. Clemson's name has been ! They have discarded their headin times past emblazoned in bold and gears never to wear them again as
flamboyant letters across .the South- | Tigers. They played well, met reern football firmament and it de- I verses, and did their share toward
serves to be there again. The Ti- ! making a winning team for Clemgers are now below the horizon of I son.
It is true that they aren't
that firmament and in order to rise ' the most brlliant of stars, but they
out of that gloomy pit it is necessary i have that self-satisfaction that
that every true Tiger resolve that I they have done their best. CleniClemson can win, is determined to : son is proud of you, Tigers.
win, and WILL win. This determination, coupled with the great Tiger
BASKETBALL is rapidly drawspirit, cannot heln but hasten the I ing interest away from football.
coming of the brighter day that a- Hardly had the sound of the rewaits Clemson. Let every man get feree's whistle died away than the
the feeling deep down his heart 1 men who had made names on the
that Clemson is going to rise and let gridiron were seen on the baskethim do nothing but boost future pos- ! ball court. It is indeed a trying
sibilities.
Start right now, the grind to pass from one sport to the
sooner the remedy is applied the other without a rest or a chance
more ciuickly will come the re- to have a fling at normal life again
habiliation of the Tiger teams.
Prospects are extremely bright this
year and with wealth of material
j THE CUBS lost the state cham- nut for the squad it is certain that
pionship by one measly point that there will be groomed a team of
fate gave
Erskine. The try-for- ,,Thich Clemson will be proud.

CIS NOSED OUT OF
TITLE BY ERSKINE
FRESHMEN ON FLUKE

were outstanding players for Clemson.
Line-up and summary.
Clemson (6)
j>os.
Erskine (7)
Mouledous
LE
McKee
Gassaway
LT
Donald
Salley
LG
Blakeley
Swofford
C
Smith
I Yarborough
RG
Brantley
I M"Oill
RT
Tinkler
Though Entirely Outplaying • Willomon
RE
McMakin
Pitts
QB
Rcid
Opponents, Young Tigers
Padgett
LHB
Ranson
Zeigler
RHB
Parkinson
Lose on Breaks
McMillan
FB
Petty
Scoring touchdowns—Clemson,
After out.plaving the
Erskine McMillan; Erskine, McMakin. Point
Frosh throughout the entire game, after touchdown, Parkinson (drop
thp Cn'^8 were frowned upon by kick.)
Dame Fate and lost the game by
Substitutions—Clemson,
Nimitz
a "krazv kick" that hit everything for Gassaway; H.
McCarley for
in Anderson before it finally de- Zeigler; Rogers for Pitts; Davis for
cided to leap over the cross-bar Padgett; Zeigler for Davis; Pitts
for tiie narrow margin of Erskine's frr Rogers; R. McCarley for Mcvictory.
The final score being 7 Millan. Erskine, Hood for Petty;
to 6 in favor of the A. R. P. school Petty for Hood.
The Clemson
rats
outplayed
Officials:
McLean,
(Newberry)
their opponents in every stage of referee; 'Meyer (South Carolina);
the game, but they could not gain umpire Frost (Citadel) headlinesat the crucial moment.
Late in man.
the second quarter the Cubs received the ball on their own forty
yard line and drove it down the
field for their
only touchdown.
McOar'ey's try for point went w'de
MrtMillan, Padgett and
McCarley
did most of the gaining in scoring this -touchdown.
In a nexciting game of volley
In
the
third
quarter
Mc- ball, Company "A" defeated ComCarley got off a long punt from pany "B" 4 to 3 in the first round
his 4 0 yard line, but the play was of the tournament.
Red Mitchell
called back and Clemson penalized led his "F" Company warriors to
5 yards for being offside. On the a 3 to 2 victory over "E" Comnext try Erskine blocked McCar- pany Tuesday.
ley's punt, McMakin, of Erskine,
Following is the remainder of
recovered the ball on Clemson's 21 the first round:
yard.
In 3 plays Erskine could - Wednesday,—"K" vs "I"
gain only 6 yards and on the
Thursday,—Band vs Staff
fourth play Reid passed to McFriday—"C" vs "D"
Makin for the touchdown, the ball
Saturday—"G" vs "H"
grazing the hands of several ClemMonday—"L" vs "M"
son men.
The games are played in the
The Cubs gained more than twice "Y" gym and begin at 4:15.
as much ground as Erskine. They
also made ten first downs, while
She—"Best girl I saw you with
Erskine could only negotiate 2. last night?"
Mouledous, McCarley and McMillan
He—"Necks best."

COMPANY VOLLEY
NOW WELL UNDER WAY
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Since football is a thing of tht
past for this year, all attention is
turned to the basket ball
court.
It is only a matter of a few days
until the first game will be played
in Tigertown.
Coach Gillam
is
putting his charges through all of
the prelimiary work
and in a
shortwhile they will indulge
in
stiff scrimmages in order to prepare for the strenuous grind of a
hard schedule.
Men who were on the football
team and desire to come out for
the basketball team will not be
required to report for practice until
Monday. However, all of the other
candidates for the team have been
out for a couple of weeks. This
has given them time for conditioning and they should be in as good
shape as the football men.
Captain Newman is a man that
can be depended upon to lead the
team.
He is a star player himself and will set examples that the
other members of the team would
do well to follow. Much is expected of Carter this season and all
Tigertown is looking to him.
A few games have been booked
already, but the majority will be
scheduled at the conference meeting today in Atlanta. Some of the
teams already on the schedule are
the University of Ga.,
Wofford,
University of S. C, P. C, Citadel,
and Mercer. The exact date and
place to be played has not been
definitely decidd upon as yet. The
complete schedule will be announced next week and Clemson may
look for some keen competition.
FURJIAN DEFEATS TIGERS
30-0 IN TURKEY DAY SCRAP

loss of 12 yards.
Here Clemon
had her best chance to score a
touchdown for the ball bounded
near a Clemson man who had an
open field ahead of him.
However, Blount recovered the ball.
Rawl then kicked over the goal
line and Clemson took the ball on
the 20-yard line. A
couple
of
blunges to the line failed to gain
anything and Eskew dropped back
to punt.
The pass from center
was bad and he was downed on the
5 yard line. He then attempted to
nunt from behind the line and the
kick was partially blocked, Furma.n recovering on the 14-yard
line.
A few stabs at the Tiger
wall caused the Clemson eleven to
yield another touchdown.
A Clemson fumble of a punt on
their own 26-yard line paved the
i"ay for another touchdown for the
Hornets. A long pass from Blount
co Rawl put the ball on the 7-yard
line and a stroke or so at the line
made another score. Still another
touchdown was made; this time by
straight football, and by taking advantage of Clemson's miacues.
Seniors Leave
"Tick" Hendee, "Woots" Klugh,
Paul Austin, and "Pete" Reynolds
have worn the Clemson football
uniform for the last time. These
men have done well and Clemson
on-nreciates what they have accomplished. They fought with that Tijrer spirit that will carry them
"n through life. Luck to you,
^'fters. Clemson is proud of you
all.
Hall shines again
"Fattv" Hall lived up to his real
'nrm last Thursday by gettine
through the line and making several beautiful tackles.
Hall is
^nlv a sophomore and he bids fair
<-o make, a great name for himself
next year.
He barely missed all°tate tackle this year. Paul Austin, playing his last game, attired
:
" a Tle:er football unform, ended
h's career in triumph. Pressly
nlaving his first varsity game per'nrmeil well at full back.
The line-up:
Clemson (0) pos.
Furman (30)
Talley
LE
Fairley
Pulley
G: Divis
LT
Wall
LG
Perry
Pressley
C
Thomas
Martin
RG
Carson
Austin
RT
Le mmond
Cuttino
RE
Brice
Eskew
QB
Rawl
Sexton
LH
Blount
St. C. Davis
RH
Sc hneider
Pressley
FB
Pipkins
Score by periods:
Furman
7 6 14 3—30
Clemson
0 0 0 0— 0

HARRIERS PLACE
SIXTH IN SOUTHERN
CONFERENCE MEET
The Tiger Harriers ended their
season by receiving a defeat from
N. C. State, Thanksgiving Day. The
Tigers were a little off in form
due to the Conference meet and
the trip to Raleigh. The score was
N. C. State 19, Clemson 36. None
of the Clemson men seemed able
to run his usual race.
The cross country season ended
on turkey day as did football. The
Clemson runners met the best in
the South and made a good record.
They entered the Conference meet
and landed sixth place, losing fifth
place by a margin of two points.
Georgia and Furman were easily
overcome by the speedy Jungaleers. A perfect score was made
against Furman while the Georgians were beaten by a large margin. A close score resulted from
the meet with Georgia Tech, the
Yellow Jackets winning by a few
points.
Several of
our
best runners
graduate this year.
Clemson will
miss Capt. Cannon, McLeod, Wilson, and Haskell, but with McGill.
Spencer, Maner,
and Eady back
next year, we are sure to have a
good team.
Summary—Furman scoring touchdowns, Schneider;
Pipkins
(3);
points in try after touchdowns',
Pipkins (3)
(placement kicks):
Furman field goal, Frank Davis.
Furman substitutions: Crawford
for Blount: Walker
for Perry;
Laney for Pipkins; Wood for Lemmond; Bryne for Brice Perry for
Walker: Walker for Perry; Funderburk for Pulley;
Duncan for
Pipkins; Laney for Blount; Capps
for Schneider; Davis for Rawl;
Coble for
Fairley;
McNich
for
Funderburk: Grady for Schneider;
Hudt for Crawford.
Clemson substitutions: Hall for
G. Davis; Hoke for Cuttino; McConnell for Midkiff; McMillan for
Eskew; Timmerman
for
Talley;
Wall for Davidson;
Austin for
Wall; Robinson for Austin and
Hair for Pressley.
Officials: Gooch (Virginia) referee; Hartsell
(North
Carolina
State) umpire; Foster (HampdenSidney), head linesman; Castador
(Atlanta) field judge.
Time of periods, 15 minutes.

(Continued from page 1)
any time. On several occasions of
the game the Tigers showed spurts
of strength that gained for a short
time but soon died away.
Clemson Has Edge
After the two elevens had hammered away for a few minutes in
the first part of the game with
neither side showing any superiority, Clemson gained the edge by
kicking off to Furman and receiv- §gtataM[fflagfaMaMM«^
ing a shorter punt in return. The
Tigers suffered their first mishap
when Sexton dived through the
line and would have had a first
clown had not the ball slipped from
his arms. Up 10 this time the Tiger eleven showed up considerably
better than her opponents. But in
the twinkle of an eye the tide of
fortune shifted and Furman took
command.
Pipkins recovered that
unfortunate fumble and from that
time on the Hurricane had the advantage.
Also a hot selection of
A punt .or so was swapped and
with the ball on Clemson's 48 yard
TIES—COME EARLY
line, Furman attempted the famous triple pass but it only amounted to a double pass, Rawl being
Don't forget I am getting new Suits all along. I
covered.
Pipkins handed the ball
handle
only the best' and they are reasonably
to Schneider who was supposed to
priced.
hand it to Rawl. Instead, he kept
it himself and shot through (he
opening in the Tiger line and sidestepped the
secondary defense,
HART, SCHAFFNER AND MARX
continuing on past the safety man
?or a touchdown.
Clemson Smothers Passes
After Pipkins failed to make
good a placement kick, the Tigers
were given the ball on their 20yar'd line.
Clemson attempted a
couple of jabs to the line with
little success except the 4
yards
gained by Davis. Eskew
kicked
short to Furman. The Hurricane
then tried the triple pass that ReAn old Clemson Man Selling Goods to Clemson Men
sulted in great losses. The Tigers
At the Right Price
had the secret and threw Schneider
and Rawl for a total loss of 16
yards. Then Blount went back to
">ass but the ball slipped from his
hands and he was thrown for a ErgMEgSSHgS

NOTICE

«Y NEW HITS ARE HERE

HOKE SLOAN

